FMD Rethought.
The Result is a Revolution.
Slow scanning drives down productivity
Drug serialisation has a high influence on the process speed in the entire drug chain.

Agonising waiting times instead of speed

Do you know this from scanning? Beep – wait – beep – wait
With large volumes, productivity drops dramatically. And the need for staff increases.

Double labour wrecking your nerves

At long last, you’re finished with a box. Instead of 540 packages, only 539 were scanned.
Which one is missing? Now the whole game starts all over again.

There’s a much better way! With Lean FMD
Simply scan at lightning speed and in one go. No double recording of packs. No pack is overseen.

Scan faster
With our Speed Scanner, the medicine
packs are captured extremely quickly with up to
13,000 scans per hour. Even during the scanning
process duplicate scans are detected and all packs are
captured without gaps.

All data under control

Lean FMD grants you full access to all
scanned data - anytime. For reports or your own
evaluations. All data are stored for at least five years
or longer if required.
Using a modern web service interface, you can access
the FMD data structures directly with your ERP.
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We are the European technology leader in the field of
FMD/Falsified Medicines Directive. The medAspis team is
set up of experts offering long-standing experience in the
healthcare, pharmaceutical, IT and logistics industries.

Avoid suspicious cases
With Lean FMD, you avoid unnecessary
suspicious falsification cases and always react
correctly in the remaining cases. Not a single case
remains unsolved. If necessary, the medAspis Alert
Team provides support.

Simple operation

The mobile FMD Speed Scanner by
medAspis is extremely user-friendly. To increase
efficiency, simple sound and colour signals support
your staff. As soon as critical alerts are detected, the
FMD Speed Scanner will stop, and alert management
can be started.

We will be happy to answer
any questions you may have:
by e-mail at welcome@medAspis.com or by
phone at +49 211 61 66 34 66

medAspis Alert Management
This Way, Alerts Don’t Stand a Chance
How many falsification alerts have you
triggered today?
You may not know it, but the authorities certainly do.
The Falsified Medicine Directive (FMD) aims to find and prevent counterfeit medicines.
You should be prepared in the best possible way for cases of suspected falsification.
Numerous situations in the daily FMD work processes result in alerts: mistakenly deactivated
packs, failed reactivations or delivery of already deactivated goods. Each affected pack has to be
separated until the problem is solved. This costs time and the authorities may investigate the case.

The next audit is sure to come
Critical alerts can lead to investigations by competent authorities. Do you have all information
to face the questions? Can you provide answers regarding each individual alert?

medAspis Alert Management:
Reduce the amount of suspicious
cases and be compliant.
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Prevent alerts

2

Handle alerts

Keep operational speed up and your authority record clean. medAspis avoids most of the alerts even while
scanning is in progress – e.g. duplicate deactivations. Alerts will not be sent to the NMVS in the first place.

Not a single case remains unsolved. Alert management includes simple and easy-to-comprehend guidelines
for scanning staff and the responsible person. If necessary, the medAspis Alert Team provide support.
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